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other dishes. The study extended to milk—why it is good for us;
where a city gets a supply large enough to supply its needs; and
how it is shipped. The children prepared junket, cottage cheese,
and lemon milk sherbet.
The school, home, and community are used. A trip was made
to a nearby milk bottling and shipping plant. Simple menus
suitable for lunch were planned, introducing the foods which had
been prepared. Interest in the lunches served in the cafeteria was
increased and guidance in choosing balanced lunches there was
more effective because of the preceding experiences. Each child
typed the recipes he used each week and charted the menus
planned. This helped the children understand the relation be-
tween the three daily meals and something of how these meal
"patterns" help one to obtain a balanced diet.
What was learned—the teacher's vi&v. Critical thinking was
present during this period, as well as the search for facts. The
children weighed evidence to the extent of their ability, because
of the type of guidance they received. Miss Young and the teach-
ers cooperating with her recognized the situations as rich in possi-
bility for scientific thinking, i.e., the review of all obtainable data
before drawing conclusions. Experiences were carried through to
conclusions satisfactory to all. The group experiences furthered
growth in ability to plan future experiences which the children
wished to have. (Eight-year-olds tend to plan in terms of immedi-
ate results.) New scientific and economic facts were learned
through exploring wider fields of their environment. The original
interest in a few facts about a starfish had expanded to include
some knowledge of certain aspects of scientific research and of
causes and effects in the world of living things. The children
learned in the work with foods which ones are rich in vitamin A
and something of the general values of vitamins. Certain children
may have learned to like and to eat some new foods. By the
children's inquiries at home their parents were made aware of (
the study which was going on at school. Through the menu and
te^e books family dietaries may have been influenced.
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